Focus on

Lift systems
for your
flat screen

www.linak.com/deskline

Looking for a lift system?
Have you ever wished that the flat
screen adapted to your needs or that
the flat screen only was there, when
you needed it?

With our actuator system you get:

With the lift systems from LINAK you
will enjoy all the freedom you need
to design furniture with an integrated
flat screen or just have a free-standing
television where the height is easily
adjusted – it is up to you.

• The sound of LINAK®. Use the
remote control and hear the
pleasant sound while the flat
screen moves to your right
viewing height.
• Design freedom – whether
you are into minimalism or
romanticism is up to you, our
compact system can easily
be adapted.
• Smooth motion with cruise
control. Bumps of the screen
are avoided with soft stops
and starts of the lift.

Choose LINAK for...

The sound
Actuator systems from LINAK have the lowest and most
comfortable noise level in the industry. That is why the sound of
LINAK, is the sound of silence.
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....got a view?

Enjoy the view and get freedom in furnishing your home the way
you always have dreamt of.
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Simplicity in design – free-standing flat screens
Lie down on the floor or stand up the flat screen follows your wishes.
By combining your new flat screen with
a lift system you can now adjust the
flat screen to the right viewing height
by touching a button.

Choose LINAK for...

Global Presence
LINAK has a well-developed sales and service organisation in Europe,
America, Asia, and Australia. Therefore, we can assist you and your
customers locally, under the global sales concept idea:
Be global, act local.
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Multipurpose furniture
From an interior design aspect or for
insurance reasons integration in a
cabinet is a clever solution. Enjoy the
smooth and silent operations - without
thinking of how it actually works, it is
all hidden in the cabinet.

By integrating your new flat screen in a
cabinet at the foot of the bed you can
now hide the flat screen when it is not
in use. Whenever you wish, call out the
flat screen from its hidden position and
enjoy your favourite TV programme in a
relaxing environment.
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System
y
layout
y
DL4

CBD4

Infrared control
DP1V

Mains cable

HB20
DL4

The columns can also
be placed upside down
with the cable out of
the bottom.

CBD4

RFR
Mains cable

Radio frequency control

Choose LINAK
AK for...
o

World-class production
The LEAN philosophy pervades our world-class production, and
drives the ability to deliver the right products, in the right quality, in
due time, at a competitive price.
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HB11 RF

Columns available

DL4
column

DL9
column

DL11
column

Stroke length

Installation dimension

Load

DL4

675 mm

560 mm

50 kg

DL9

650 mm

560 mm

60 kg

DL9XL

980 mm

730 mm

60 kg

DL11

635 mm

575 mm

60 kg

DL11XL

965 mm

740 mm

60 kg

All columns are compatible with the CBD4 control box and wireless remote control HB20
A system is also available with RF control type HB11-RF

Specifications subject to change without prior notice.
It is the responsibility of the product user to determine the suitability of LINAK A/S products for a specific
application. LINAK will at point of delivery replace/repair defective products covered by the warranty if
promptly returned to the factory. No liability is assumed beyond such replacement/repair.
For detailed information - please see www.deskline.linak.com
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Global presence
LINAK has a well-developed sales and
service organisation in Europe, America,
Asia and Australia. Therefore, we can
assist you and your customers locally,
under the global sales concept idea:
Be global, act local

Terms of use
The user is responsible for
determining the suitability of
LINAK products for a specific
application. LINAK takes great care
in providing accurate and up-todate information on its products.
However, due to continuous
development in order to improve
its products, LINAK products are
subject to frequent modifications
and changes without prior notice.
Therefore, LINAK cannot guarantee
the correct and actual status of
said information on its products.
While LINAK uses its best efforts to
fulfil orders, LINAK cannot, for the
same reasons as mentioned above,
guarantee the availability of any
particular product. Therefore, LINAK
reserves the right to discontinue the
sale of any product displayed on its
website or listed in its catalogues
or other written material drawn up
by LINAK.
All sales are subject to the
Standard Terms of Sale and
Delivery for LINAK. For a copy
hereof, please contact LINAK.
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